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Abstract—This paper addresses the detection of the fundamen-
tal frequency of power systems under unbalanced and distorted
conditions. By using the second order information, both the
autocorrelation and pseudo-autocorrelation, within the Clarke’s
transformed voltage, a novel balancing voltage transformation
(BVT) is proposed to accurately detect the underlying phase angle
evolution of the positive sequence component. This removes the
biggest obstacle in current power systems and makes possible
to use any frequency estimator for single-tone exponential on
unbalanced power systems. The robustness of the proposed phase
angle detection technique is illustrated for two well-known and
efficient frequency estimators, that is, a discrete Fourier trans-
form (DFT) coefficient interpolation method [1] and the weighted
linear predictor (WLP) [2]. A window technique is used to cater
for the fast and computationally affordable frequency estimation
purposes. Simulations over a range of unbalanced conditions,
including voltage dips and swells, frequency deviations and the
presence of higher order harmonics support the analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Frequency is an important power quality parameter which

is only allowed to vary within a small predefined range, a

consequence of the dynamic unbalance between the generation

and the load [3]. Its accurate estimation is essential, as

maintaining the nominal frequency value is a prerequisite for

both the stability of the grid and for normal operation of

electrical devices.

A variety of architectures and algorithms have been pro-

posed for this purpose, including phase-locked loops (PLL)

[4], least squares techniques [2], [5-7], Kalman filters [8],

adaptive notch filters [9] and recursive DFT methods [1],

[10], [11]. In three-phase systems, standard frequency esti-

mators employ Clarke’s transformation [8], a framework that

simultaneously considers all the available information among

the three-phase reference channels, to produce the complex-

valued system voltage, from which the instantaneous phase in-

formation can be directly extracted. Most frequency estimation

algorithms based on Clarke’s transformation work well under

normal, balanced, power system conditions. However, most

suffer from performance degradation under unbalanced voltage

conditions. These occur when e.g. different amplitudes within
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the three-phase voltage or phase deviations from their nominal

position are taking place, resulting in the so-called ‘negative

sequence’ and an unavoidable phase angle estimation error,

represented by oscillations at double the system frequency.

Solutions to cancel out the effect of the negative sequence

are typically based on signal preprocessing, using such as

symmetrical component analysis and advanced weighted least-

square estimation to extract the positive sequence, so that

standard phase angle detection designed for balanced power

systems can be directly applied to eliminate this [4], [6].

A recent preprocessing scheme exploits the “augmented”

statistical nature of the complex-valued system voltage under

unbalanced power systems to extend frequency estimation

algorithms to more general forms in order to cater for the

system imbalance [12-14]. It has been illustrated that under

unbalanced conditions, the Clarke’s transformed voltage is

second order noncircular (improper), for which the probability

density function is not rotation invariant [15]. For a noncircular

complex-valued zero mean random variable v = vr + jvi,
the powers in the real and imaginary parts are different, and

its autocorrelation r = E[vv∗] = σ2
vr
+ σ2

vi does not have

sufficient number of degrees of freedom for full statistical

description, so that the pseudo-autocorrelation p = E[vv] =
σ2
vr − σ2

vi + 2jE[vrvi] should also be taken into account for

complete second-order modelling [16-18].

Based on such ‘augmented’ second-order statistics, in this

work, a unified framework to extract the instantaneous phase

angle information of the positive sequence component within

the noncircular system voltage is proposed. This is achieved

by using a novel balancing voltage transformation (BVT)

which considers all the available second order information.

The proposed transformation maps the noncircular system

voltage onto a circular positive sequence component without

loss of information, where the phase angle information is

detected directly, hence facilitating the implementation of the

existing frequency estimators for a single tone exponential.

To illustrate the robustness of the proposed BVT technique,

two well-known and efficient frequency estimators, that is, the

weighted linear predictor (WLP) [2] and a coefficient interpo-

lated discrete Fourier transform (DFT) method [1], are been

implemented using a sliding window, for on-line frequency

estimation based on the transformed voltage. Simulations over

a range of unbalanced conditions support the analysis.



II. UNBALANCED THREE-PHASE POWER SYSTEMS

The three-phase voltages of a power system in a noise-free

environment can be represented in a discrete time form as

va(k) = Vacos(2πfk�T+ φ)

vb(k) = Vbcos(2πfk�T+ φ− 2π
3
)

vc(k) = Vccos(2πfk�T+ φ+
2π

3
) (1)

where Va, Vb, Vc are the peak values of each fundamental

voltage component at time instant k, �T = 1
fs

is the

sampling interval, fs is the sampling frequency, φ is the

initial phase, and f is the system frequency. In the analysis of

power systems, three-phase voltages are typically transformed

into a zero-sequence v0 and the direct and quadrature-axis

components, vα and vβ , by means of the orthogonal (αβ0 or

Clarke’s) transformation matrix, given by [8]⎡
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The factor
√
2/3 is used to ensure that the system power

is invariant under this transformation. In balanced system

conditions, Va, Vb, Vc are identical, giving v0(k) = 0, vα(k) =
Acos(2πfkΔT+φ) and vβ(k) = Asin(2πfkΔT+φ). Under

the transform in (2), it can be shown that the amplitude A =√
6(Va+Vb+Vc)

6 is constant, while vα(k) and vβ(k) represent

the orthogonal coordinates of a point whose position is time

variant at a rate proportional to the system frequency. Practical

applications typically employ only vα and vβ parts in the form

of the complex voltage v(k), given by

v(k) = vα(k) + jvβ(k)=Aej(ωk+φ) (3)

where ω = 2πfΔT is the normalised angular frequency.

Notice that the amplitude-phase distribution of v(k) on the

complex plane is rotation invariant, since for any real θ both

v and vejθ rotate around a circle with radius A. In terms of

augmented complex statistics, this means that v(k) is second

order circular (proper) [15], for which the powers in the vα and

vβ are equal, and standard autocorrelation matrix C has enough

degrees of freedom to fully describe the second order statistics,

while the pseudo-autocorrelation matrix P = E[vvT ] = 0
vanishes [16-18]. When the three-phase power system operates

in abnormal conditions, for example, under different levels of

dips or transients (typically Va �= Vb �= Vc), then the complex

Clarke’s voltage becomes [12-14]

v(k) = Aejωk +Be−jωk (4)

where

A =

√
6(Va + Vb + Vc)

6
ejφ

B =

(√
6(2Va − Vb − Vc)

12
− j

√
2(Vb − Vc)

4

)
e−jφ (5)

Note that this expression is theoretically accurate for both

the balanced and unbalanced system conditions. For balanced

system condition, Va = Vb = Vc and B = 0, whereas for

unbalanced conditions, B �= 0, and the so introduced negative

sequence Be−jωk causes the samples of V (k) generated from

(5) to deviate from the circle with constant radius, making the

distribution of v(k) rotation dependent (noncircular) [12-14].

This, in turn, results in the failure of standard phase angle

calculation algorithms designed for balanced power systems,

represented by the unavoidable estimation bias and oscillations

at double the system frequency [6], [7], [12-14].

III. THE PROPOSED BALANCING VOLTAGE TRANSFORM

(BVT) FOR UNBALANCED POWER SYSTEMS

To cancel out the negative sequence component within (4)

which biases the frequency estimation of standard strictly

linear algorithms, for unbalanced systems, our aim is to find a

suitable data transformation for v(k). To this end, we consider

the following balancing voltage transform (BVT)

ṽ(k) = v(k)−av∗(k)

= v(k)− B

A∗ v∗(k)

= Aejωk+Be−jωk− B

A∗
(
A∗e−jωk+B∗ejωk

)
=

(
A− |B|

2

A∗

)
ejωk

= (1− |a|2)Aejωk (6)

where the ratio a = B
A∗ indicates the degree of system

imbalance. In this way, for both the balanced and unbalanced

system conditions, the transformed voltage ṽ(k) contains only

the positive sequence component ejωk with a modified voltage

magnitude; the transformed system voltage has therefore a

rotation invariant amplitude-phase distribution, and is hence

second order circular (proper) [15].

Indeed, for balanced conditions, the term |a| = 0, and we

have a standard model, whereas for unbalanced conditions, a

comparison of (4) and (6) shows the circular nature of (6).

The problem then boils down to the estimation on the system

imbalance ratio a. This is not feasible based solely on v(k)
or its complex conjugate v∗(k), and we need to resort to the

full autocorrelation structure of v(k), where e.g. based on (4)

the autocorrelation coefficient with lag m, is given by

r(m) =E[v(k)v∗(k −m)]

=E[|A|2ejωm] + E[|B|2e−jωm]

+E[AB∗ejω(2k−m)] + E[A∗Be−jω(2k−m)]

≈ |A|2ejωm + |B|2e−jωm (7)

In a similar way, the pseudo-autocorrelation coefficient p(m)
of v(k) at lag m can be expanded as

p(m) =E[v(k)v(k −m)]

=E[A2ejω(2k−m)] + E[B2e−jω(2k−m)]

+E[ABejωm] + E[ABe−jωm]

≈ABejωm +ABe−jωm (8)



Combining (7) and (8), we arrive at

r(m)− a∗p(m) = |A|2ejωm + |B|2e−jωm

− B∗

A

(
ABejωm +ABe−jωm

)
=(|A|2 − |B|2)ejωm (9)

and similarly,

r(m)− p(m)

a
= (|B|2 − |A|2)e−jωm (10)

Taking the complex conjugate of both sides of (10), we obtain

r∗(m)− p∗(m)
a∗

= (|B|2 − |A|2)ejωm (11)

Suppose that for a specific time lag m, r(m) and p(m) can be

estimated from sufficiently long observations of v(k). In (9)

and (11), there are two unknown terms, ejωm and a, therefore,

it is possible to construct a quadratic polynomial of a, in the

form

p∗(m)a2 − (r(m) + r∗(m)
)
a+ p(m) = 0 (12)

for which the two roots are given by

a =
r(m) + r∗(m)±

√(
r(m) + r∗(m)

)2 − 4|p(m)|2
2p∗(m)

(13)

Since, from (5), |A| > |B|, and thus |a| < 1, we finally arrive

at the solution for the degree of system imbalance in the form

a =
r(m) + r∗(m)−

√(
r(m) + r∗(m)

)2 − 4|p(m)|2
2p∗(m)

(14)

Substituting (14) into (6), we obtain the transformed system

voltage ṽ(k), which admits application of any frequency

estimator designed for single tone exponential.

IV. FAST AND ACCURATE FREQUENCY ESTIMATORS FOR

POWER SYSTEMS

It is well known that the maximum likelihood (ML) esti-

mator of the frequency under the model in (6) is given by the

argument of the periodogram maximiser, that is

f̂ML = arg max
f

(∣∣∣N−1∑
k=0

ṽ(k)e−j2πfk
∣∣∣2
)

(15)

However, the numerical maximisation of (15) is not a compu-

tationally simple task and may suffer from convergence and

resolution problems. A variety of architectures and algorithms

have been proposed to cater for fast and accurate unbiased

frequency estimation, required by current power grids. How-

ever, this means that statistical accuracy has to be traded

for computational efficiency. A review of recent advances in

the design of rapid and computationally affordable frequency

estimators can be found in [19]. We here verify the validity

of the proposed voltage transformation on two classic block

based frequency estimators: the discrete Fourier transformation

(DFT) coefficient interpolation method [1] and the weighted

linear predictor (WLP) [2].

True ML estimation of the frequency of a single complex

sinusoid requires locating the peak in a periodogram. In [20],

Palmer suggested using the DFT for locating this maximum,

resulting in a coarse frequency estimator. Subsequently, Rife

and Boorstyn [21] refined Palmer’s approach with an iterative

search algorithm to perform a fine search. Motivated by their

two-step structure, different reduced-complexity periodogram-

based estimators have been proposed. Typically, these estima-

tors first use N -point DFT to perform a coarse search for the

periodogram peak, that is, to find the sample index pN with the

largest magnitude within the N bins. With the assumption that

SNR is relatively high, it is very likely that the true frequency

lies in the interval [pN−0.5, pN+0.5]. Then, a fine search for

the true frequency is performed within this interval by using

different coefficient interpolation procedures [1], [22]. We here

use the approach proposed by Aboutanios and Mulgrew [1],

which employs a simple but efficient iterative search strategy,

and can be summarised as

Ṽ (n) =
N−1∑
k=0

ṽ(k)e−
j2πkn

N

pN = arg max
n
(Ṽ (n))

ṼpN±0.5 =
N−1∑
k=0

ṽ(k)e−j2πk
pN±0.5+δ

N

δ = δ +
1

2

|ṼpN+0.5| − |ṼpN−0.5|
|ṼpN+0.5|+ |ṼpN−0.5|

f̂ =
pN + δ

N
fs (16)

In [2], Kay developed a weighted linear predictor (WLP)

from a different statistical model, where the additive noise is

approximated by coloured Gaussian phase noise. This approx-

imation is valid at a high SNR, where the phase measurements

are samples in a weighted linear regression model. For a linear

model with coloured noise, weighted least squares estimation

is equivalent to ML estimation, and closed-form expression

for the estimated frequency can be summarised as

w(k) =
3

2

N

N2 − 1

⎛
⎝1− 4

(
k − (N2 − 1)

N

)2
⎞
⎠

ω̂ =

N−2∑
k=0

w(k)∠
(
ṽ∗(k)ṽ(k + 1)

)

f̂ =
fs
2π

ω̂ (17)

Therefore, as long as the proposed voltage transformation

can detect precisely the phase angle of the positive sequence

component, the high estimation accuracy of the frequency

estimators considered here can be maintained.

V. SIMULATIONS

To illustrate the suitability of the proposed BVT technique

for the generality of system conditions, performance analysis

of the considered WLP and DFT based frequency estimators
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Fig. 1. Frequency estimation under the unbalanced power system condition
with a single-phase fault on phase va. (a) Geometric view of the distribution
of the system voltage v(k) and its transformation ṽ(k) via ‘real-imaginary’
scatter plots. The horizontal axis represents the real part of the system volt-
ages, whereas the vertical axis represents their imaginary part. (b) Frequency
estimation results of WLP and DFT methods on v(k) and ṽ(k), with sliding
window length of N = 20.

was investigated for various power system unbalanced condi-

tions. Simulations were conducted in the Matlab programming

environment at a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz, while the

nominal power system frequency was 50 Hz. To cater for

on-line frequency estimation, a sliding window was used for

both the frequency estimation methods and for the calculation

of the autocorrelation and pseudo-autocorrelation coefficients

r(m) and p(m) in (7) and (8); the window was shifted by

one step forward as the time evolved. Ten samples were used

to update the estimates of both the second order statistics,

r(m) and p(m), and also to update the system imbalance

coefficient a within the proposed voltage transformation. In

principle, the time lag m can be any integer, however, for

practical purpose, the lag m = 0 should be ruled out, as
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Fig. 2. Estimation bias of both frequency estimators with N = 20 for the
original system voltage v(k) and its transformation ṽ(k) at different SNRs,
obtained by averaging 10000 independent trials.

the estimate r(0) = σ2
v + σ2

n can be heavily deteriorated

by the noise. Without loss of generality, we set m = 1 in

the simulations, while the window size N varied in different

scenarios. In principle, a large N improves the performance of

the considered frequency estimators, reducing the estimation

bias and variance, however, this also delays the response to

the system frequency variation. To quantify the degree of

system unbalance in different conditions, the noncircularity

index η = |τ2
v |/σ2

v was used, where τ2
v = E[v(k)v(k)] is

the pseudo-correlation of v(k) [17]. The values of η lie in

the interval [0, 1), with the value of η = 0 indicating that

v(k) is perfectly circular, otherwise indicating a second order

noncircular v(k), containing a negative sequence component.

In the first set of simulations, the simulated power system

experienced a single-phase fault, where a 40% voltage dip

occurred in phase va. The noncircularity index of the complex-

valued system voltage v(k) obtained by the αβ transformation

of the three-phase voltage was η = 0.11. A geometric view of

its noncircular distribution via the ‘real-imaginary’ scatter plot

is shown in Fig. 1(a). This, in turn, indicates that the negative

sequence component B(k) is not negligible, and therefore, the

proposed voltage transformation should be performed on v(k)
before applying the standard frequency estimators. The distri-

bution of the transformed system voltage ṽ(k) is shown in Fig.

1(a), where its circular nature (single-tone exponential) can

be clearly observed, thus facilitating unbiased and minimum

variance estimation even for the standard frequency estimators,

as shown in Fig. 1(b), otherwise, a direct implementation

of standard frequency estimators would result in unavoidable

estimation oscillations.

In the next stage, the robustness of the proposed voltage

transformation in noisy environments was investigated based

on the analysis of estimation bias of the considered frequency

estimators. As shown in Fig. 2, in the high SNR region, the

unbiased property of both frequency estimators for unbalanced

power systems was maintained when using the proposed
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Fig. 3. Frequency tracking ability of both frequency estimators under fre-
quency variation, based on the transformed system voltage ṽ(k) withN = 20.
The power system was unbalanced and experienced a two-phase fault. (a)
The system frequency experienced a frequency modulation from 0.3 s to
0.8 s. (b) The system frequency experienced frequency rise and decay, the
measurements were obtained for SNR = 50 dB.

voltage transformation, whereas a direct implementation of

both frequency estimators to the noncircular system voltage

v(k) resulted in unavoidable large bias. It is worth mentioning

that although the computational complexity of the DFT based

method (16) is higher as compared to the WLP method (17),

the DFT based interpolation method in (16) is more robust in

the presence of heavy noise.

In the next experiment, frequency tracking ability of both

methods was studied. The previously considered unbalanced

power system experienced a combined sinusoidal variations

from 0.3s to 0.8 s with f(t) = 50 + sin(8π(t − 0.3)) +
0.8sin(64π(t − 0.3)). As shown in Fig. 3(a), based on the

transformed system voltage ṽ(k), both methods were able to

track the system frequency dynamics rapidly, and the response

time required by both methods was approximately 0.02 s,
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Fig. 4. Frequency tracking ability of both frequency estimators for the
transformed system voltage ṽ(k) and for different sliding window lengths. The
unbalanced power system experienced a two-phase fault and was contaminated
with higher order harmonics at 10% for the 3rd, 5% for the 5th and 1% for
the 7th harmonics.

that is, the sliding window length. The DFT based method

tracked frequency dynamics more accurately. In Fig. 3(b), at

t = 1 s, the unbalanced power system was contaminated by

noise to give SNR = 50 dB, meanwhile, the system frequency

underwent a rise at a rate of 4 Hz/s, staying at 51 Hz for 0.5 s,

followed by a 4 Hz/s decay from 1.8 s to 2 s. In all cases, based

on the transformed system voltage, both estimators tracked the

frequency variations fast and accurately.

In the next set of simulations, to access the impact of

higher order harmonics on the performance of the proposed

voltage transformation, an unbalanced system was further

distorted by 10% of 3rd, 5% of 5th and 1% of 7th harmonic

of the fundamental frequency, to give a noncircularity index

η = 0.1318. The estimation results of both frequency esti-

mators with different sliding window lengths N are shown

in Fig. 4. Due to the breakdown of the single tone voltage

modelling, both estimators exhibited unavoidable estimation

bias and oscillations for this highly distorted system voltage.

A relatively long sliding window of N = 80, lasting for 0.08 s,

can effectively attenuate the impact of higher order harmonics

with the maximum estimation error of < 0.02 Hz.

In the last set of simulations, the robustness of the proposed

voltage balancing transformation was investigated in the con-

text of a real-world power system. The three-phase voltage was

recorded at a 110/20/10 kV transformer station. The REL 531

numerical line distant protection terminal, produced by ABB

Ltd., was installed in the station and was used to monitor

changes in the three phase ground voltages. The measured

three phase-ground voltages with a system frequency around

50 Hz were sampled at 1 kHz and were normalised with

respect to their normal peak voltage values. As shown in Fig.

5(a), at around t = 0.12 s, the system experienced a voltage

unbalance problem, where the voltage of phase vb swelled to

139.8% of its normal value and meanwhile, both phases va and

vc experienced 19.7% and 9.7% voltage drops respectively.
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Fig. 5. Frequency estimation performance of both frequency estimators on the
original system voltage v(k) and its transformation ṽ(k) for the real-world
unbalanced three-phase power system. (a) The waveforms of the three-phase
voltage. (b) Frequency estimation results.

As shown in Fig. 5(b), the proposed voltage balancing trans-

formation enabled both DFT and WLP frequency estimators

provided accurate frequency estimates in both balanced and

unbalanced voltage conditions.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have introduced a novel balancing voltage transforma-

tion (BVT) for unified online estimation of the fundamental

system frequency of both balanced and unbalanced power

systems. This has been achieved by accounting for the full

second order statistics of the system voltage, yielding accurate

phase angle evolution of the positive sequence component

within the system voltage. This has made it possible to apply

any frequency estimator designed for single tone exponential

(balanced power system) directly on the transformed system

voltage. Simulations over a range of unbalanced conditions,

including voltage dips and swells, phase deviation, the pres-

ence of higher order harmonics, and for real-world unbalanced

power systems support the analysis.
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